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As an acknowledged leader in the provision of
control & automation solutions to some of the
World’s most successful machinery builders, we have
had the opportunity to publish a number of articles
in the UK’s premier journal for the manufacturing
industry. These case studies have been used to
highlight and promote the very real business
benefits that have been realised through us working
in close partnership with our clients, customer
benefits that have resulted in;
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n increased sales
n reduced manufacturing costs
n improvements in quality
n improved production throughput times
n reductions in customer lead times
n increased profitability

“We look to adopt a consultative
approach when engaging with
our customers, looking to first
fully understand and appreciate
their areas of constraint and
‘business pain’, before we look to
design a manufacturing solution
that will deliver specific remedies,
based on their individual needs.
The solutions we offer are able to
deliver significant and measurable
results for our customers.”

Read on for

case studies
4
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China Proofing
Tony Hague, Managing Director of PP
Control & Automation, gives an insight
into how UK machinery builders can
‘China proof’ themselves against lower
cost replicas.
we can review their current manufacturing capabilities
and look at where we can add value or take cost out of the
equation. In some cases, it may just be a capacity issue that
we can solve.

We’ve heard it many times before and now many UK
machinery manufacturers are seeing it first hand…the
threat of the Far East replica.
This increasingly common threat – once only reserved
for the higher volume component producers – is now
taking a firm stranglehold on the OEM sector and is not
only threatening to curtail export orders into Asia, but is
also beginning to erode into traditional European and US
markets.

“UK machinery builders can lay claim to strong brands, but
they have to protect the gap between the difference in
performance benefit versus the lower costs offered by the
Far East.”
Selecting PP as an outsourcing partner can offer:

Copying some of the basic machinery processes is helping
rivals in Asia deliver replica OEM machinery – in a wide
range of markets - that deliver a level of performance that
is typically less effective than the European manufactured
models. They are offering these machines at a significantly
lower cost, resulting in many of the end users seriously
considering their purchasing options.
The ROI (return on investment)
is still hugely important, but
the gap is shortening and UK
manufacturers need to take
this into consideration, and the
response needs to be quick.

Material costs and supplier leverage – By combining the
customer’s needs with our own supply chain requirements
and relationships, we can create cost down opportunities
within the bill of materials.
Technical expertise – PP knowledge gained by working
with many world leading
machinery builders is combined
with the engineering prowess of
our technical partners to design
innovative solutions that reduce
manufacturing costs and enhance
performance.

“The ROI (return on
investment) is still hugely
important, but the gap is
shortening...”

Compliance expertise – Our
knowledge and capabilities around
UL and cUL standards, mean we
can offer advice and solutions
for machine builders specific to industry sectors or sales
geographies, such as North America.

Complacency and lack of
investment has not helped
the trend and it’s time now
for machinery builders to take back the advantage by
innovating their process, products and marketing.

Tony Hague explained: “We have to focus on delivering
competitive advantage with our customers…whether that
be through design innovation or superior quality, which in
turn leads to improved machine performance, flexibility and
machine ‘up’ time for the end user.

Design for manufacture (DFM) – PP has developed an
unsurpassed level of expertise in DFM. Acquired over a
period of 20+ years, this combines with production
engineering skills and lean manufacturing principles to
improve machine design, lower manufacturing costs and
increase reliability for our customers.

“Equally through strong design for manufacture and value
engineering, we can work with our customers to reduce
their production build times, reduce overall costs and
improve lead times to their customers.

Production expertise – The use of automation for cable
preparation (including crimp force monitoring technology),
poke-yoke manufacturing, automated test equipment,
torque tooling and six sigma principals all contribute to
improved quality for our customers and the ability to
ensure optimum machine performance.

“However, this doesn’t just happen overnight and we
have to play our role to ensure we remain as productive
as possible by looking at continually improving the
capabilities of our machines…the latter might be achieved
by strategic outsourcing and focusing on your core
activities.”

Tony concluded: “Competing with Far East manufacturers
of machinery is not impossible, we just need to be clever
about our strengths and then invest heavily in marketing
what makes us better…especially in regards to long-term
return on investment.”

He went on to add: “This is where an organisation like PP
can help. By building strong relationships with our clients,
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Making the right connection
Mark Johnson, Engineering Manager of PP Control & Automation, explains why
the right interconnectivity has never been so important for machinery builders…
especially those exporting to North America.
Almost every machine builder gives considerable thought
when designing a control system for a piece of equipment.
Time is invested in looking at panel design so that cost and
performance can be optimised, sophisticated CAD software
can quickly generate layouts and wiring schedules and 3D
software can consider mechanical constraints and assist in
the overall design and integration.
However, often the amount of time invested in looking at
the overall machine interconnectivity is considerably less,
and firms could be missing out on significant opportunities.
When considering interconnectivity design, we can
broadly split it into two areas;
n Technology & Process Quality
n Standards & Compliance

The benefits of value engineering when considering
machine interconnectivity can deliver significant benefits to
the Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM), but equally
careful design consideration is needed if that machine is to
be exported to North America.

Technology & Process Quality
Over recent years we have seen the growth and
development of ‘bus systems’ that are now offered by many
different technology providers.
Networks are now far more flexible and ‘open’ and such
systems allow us to replace traditional multi-core cables
and connectors with remote I/O and ‘plug in’ style M8/M12
connectivity. The benefits to the customer are multiple and
include speed of wiring/install, significant reductions in the
number of cables trailing around a machine and the use of
propriety, tested cables and modules that can be quickly
and easily interchanged or expanded.
Talk to any machine builder and they will always confirm
that the single biggest contributor to machine downtime
and field failure is caused by poor ‘connectivity’. This is
hardly surprising when you consider the sheer volume
of electrical connections in and around a piece of
complex machinery, coupled with the often demanding
environments that machinery is operating in.
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What it covers:

However, steps can be taken to optimise the quality and
reliability of such connections, including:

n Operating conditions
n Disconnect

Automation of cable crimping –
for example, PP Control & Automation
uses equipment that incorporates
crimp force monitoring technology,
which allows 100% in-line process
quality checking of every crimp being
put onto a given cable.

n Protection from electric shock
n Grounding
n Control function
n Lighting
n Wiring practice

Use of spring clamp technology
– can often provide significant
benefits over screw clamp technology,
providing constant tension and
offering resistance against vibration.

Machine builders also need to understand the key
differences between:

Use of torque tools – where screw
clamps are used, it is essential to
‘torque’ up connections in line with
manufacturers recommendations.
The errors of a ‘loose’ connection are
obvious, but equally the potential
impact of ‘over-tightening’ a screw
connection is equally damaging.

A ‘listed’ cable signifies it has been tested and approved for
a specific use and meets the UL standards and requirements
of NEC.

n UL ‘listed’ cables
n UL ‘recognised’ cables

A ‘recognised’ cable signifies the product is rated as a
‘component’, being part of an application. Cables with
‘Appliance Wiring Material AWM std 758’ are always
recognised. The use of such cables will have certain
limitations.
PP Control & Automation works closely with its technical
partners in order to provide complete control and
automation solutions to machinery builders. The benefits to
the customer can result in:
n reduced manufacturing costs
n compliance to standards such as UL508a & NFPA79
n reduced production times
n improved quality and reliability, therefore reduced 		
machine downtime
n reduced customer lead times
In addition, PP Control & Automation is able to offer a range
of technical seminars to OEMs and end users at its facility
in the West Midlands or off site at another manufacturing
business. These are tailored to provide specific information
around topics such as UL508a and NFPA compliance for
machine builders.

Standards & Compliance for North America
More machine builders are beginning to exploit the sales
opportunities presented by the growing market in North
America. They may well be aware of the associated UL508a
standard that is relevant to the electrical control panel,
which is of course vitally important. Often, however, they
are not aware of the equal importance of the National Fire
Protection Association standards that are relevant to the
machine wiring.

“PP Control & Automation
works closely with its
technical partners in order to
provide complete control...”

The National Electrical Code (NEC) is written by the NFPA,
a US trade association that creates and monitors standards
and codes for use and adoption by local governments in
connection with machine building and installation…this
code is also known as NFPA70.
NFPA79 is a ‘standard’ for the electrical part of a given
industrial machine and covers machines operating at 600V
or less. The standard details permitted wiring types, wiring
practices, as well as interconnectivity of components and
safety etc.

508A
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Play to your
strengths
Ian Knight, Director of Operational
Excellence of PP Control & Automation,
examines the benefits of strategic
outsourcing for Original Equipment
Manufacturers.
The ‘make versus buy’ decision can often be a complex and
indeed an emotional one for a manufacturing business.
Historically, many UK companies have had a large degree of
vertical integration and enjoyed the perceived benefits of
in-house capability, deeming it more flexible, less risky and
more cost effective than ‘paying someone else’ to do what
they believed they could do better.
However, this attitude has changed significantly over
the years, with manufacturers realising that they cannot
be ‘masters’ of all disciplines; indeed such levels of high
vertical integration and the associated overheads became
‘crippling’ and some manufacturers slow to change
rapidly became uncompetitive, particularly in the face of
a changing and global market. Now, where their factories
once stood, we have another supermarket!
There is now a major shift towards OEMs considering
exactly what is their ‘core competence’, in which areas
should they invest and which processes add true value?
No one would suggest that strategic outsourcing is a
‘silver bullet’ for increasing profitability for a business,
but used correctly, it can have a significant impact.

n a reduction of associated customer lead times, often 		
the difference between an order being won or lost.
n a reduction in the associated stock and work in
progress (WIP).

PP work with many of the world’s leading machinery
builders in a range of industry sectors, including machine
tool, food processing, packaging, scientific equipment and
printing.

n cash flow is improved.
n production agility, in an age where customers desire 		
quicker delivery, often with increased configuration, an 		
outsourcing strategy can assist greatly.

Our customers have taken the decision to outsource the
electrical and often mechanical processes associated with
the control and automation elements of their machinery,
allowing them to focus and invest in other areas of design
and production that is critical to their success.

n m
 anaging risk, this is a major consideration and almost a
sum total of other benefits. We live in turbulent times 		
and the manufacturing community has to find ways of 		
mitigating risks associated with markets that can grow
and decline, often swiftly and without warning.

Benefits of strategic outsourcing are many, but the
common benefits that can be realised are:

	Managing growth is a nice problem to have in theory,
but recruiting additional skilled resource can be a
constraint, bringing in expensive and often unreliable 		
sub-contract labour carries its own risk.

n a reduction in total manufacturing costs.
n opportunity cost, often underestimated and hard to
define. How could you redeploy your valuable internal 		
resource on other areas of the business that have great
potential significance, ‘if’ they were not tied up on
activities and processes associated with areas of the 		
business that could be outsourced?

We constantly hear on the news that the UK has problems
with poor productivity. Strategic outsourcing is without
doubt a method that, when utilised correctly, can
significantly improve the productivity (£ sales per capita)
of an organisation.

n a reduction in production throughput times, which in
turn leads to the creation of additional capacity, without
the need for more space or people.
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n Approvals – outside of the obvious ISO approvals, do
you require any specific approvals relevant to an 		
industry sector or for a given export geography, such as
UL/CSA for the US or Canadian markets?

So having spoken about the potential benefits of
outsourcing, it would be wrong to ignore the potential
risks. Assuming the manufacturer in question has correctly
identified the areas suitable for outsourcing, the single
biggest threat is selecting the wrong partner. Sometimes
the appeal of ‘lowest cost’ is strong, but this can be a huge
error if other considerations are ignored, such as:

n Innovation – does the outsourcing partner have the 		
types of engineering skills and innovation to help you
develop your products and services? Skills, such as
design for manufacture, should be strong and you 		
should expect them to play a big part in improving the 		
product from a technical and commercial perspective

n Capability – can the outsourcing partner do a better job
than you can? Do they have the expertise, people, skills
and plant/automation to improve the production 		
process, boost quality and help develop designs in the 		
future?

n	
Location – Asia and Eastern Europe, as well as other
low cost geographies, have held significant appeal for
certain outsourcing services, particularly those that are
labour intensive such as machining and casting. Again,
consider the true cost of the relationship, including
lead times, agility and risk, including the need to retain
design IP (a particular problem we have seen in Asia
over the years). The current trend in the UK, as well as
the USA, has been reshoring of outsourcing activities.
Many companies have recognised the escalating costs,
political unrest and other risks associated with managing
a long distance supply chain, resulting in identifying
partners that are more local to them.

n Security – the last thing you want to do is develop a 		
strategic partnership with a company that is financially 		
weak. Do credit checks, look at accounts and ownership.
n Size – consider the complexity and scale of your 		
outsourcing needs, not just for today but for the mid to
longer term. Ensure that you would not represent 		
either too large or too small a part of that company’s 		
sales revenue.
n Supply Chain Skills – for outsourcing to deliver 		
the maximum benefit, then the activities associated 		
with purchasing and supply chain management should 		
be included. The outsourcing partner should have
the capabilities and skills to inherit, manage and develop
the associated supply chain. If you still have to manage
parts of it and the associated costs of purchasing
logistics that go with it, then you are not going to see 		
the true benefits.

PP Control & Automation, as an acknowledged world leader
of control and automation solutions, provides strategic
outsourcing to many of the leading machinery builders in
the UK, Europe, Asia and the US.
For more information on outsourcing, copies of case
study brochures and videos, please visit:
www.ppcanda.com or follow us on twitter @ppcanda

n Experience – look at who they are working with now 		
and which manufacturers and markets they are involved
in. You can tell a lot, very quickly, from the quality and 		
standing of existing customers.
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Solving the ‘Productivity Puzzle’
“I think the general rule is that SMEs have always considered
themselves as not being suitable for new technology and
automation. ‘It’s something the big boys do, why do we
even need to think about it?’
“This has been an easy excuse for a long-term lack of
investment in new machinery and the workforce – one that
is now coming back to bite and bite hard.
“Years of slow spending have seen a lot of international
rivals take over us and only now are we beginning to fight
back. Is it too late? Probably not, but we have some ground
to make up.”
PP Control & Automation, one of the world’s leading
automation and control systems specialists, has been cited
as a shining light in the UK’s productivity battle.
The company has invested heavily in the latest technology
and processes at its 4,500 sq metre facility in the West
Midlands, with dedicated cells delivering solutions to
customers in machine tool, food and drink, packaging,
printing and scientific industry sectors.
Over £1 million has been spent on automated cable
preparation equipment, including crimp force monitoring
technology that allows 100% in-line process quality
checking of every cable termination. This ensures Six Sigma
levels of quality for the end customer.
However, the constant spend on continuous improvement
isn’t purely reserved to capital and machinery as Fox is keen
to point out.
“We have to invest more, but it’s not case of investing in just
one element of the business. You need a more integrating
approach that also includes developing your people and
at PP Control & Automation we commenced our in-house
training school back in 2002.

David Fox, CEO & Chairman of PP
Control & Automation, tries to unpick
the ‘Productivity Puzzle’ and puts
forward a blueprint for closing the gap.

“This involved developing a structured training roadmap
that challenged our people and enabled them to grow in
technical and process competence, as well as confidence.

Economists have been debating for many months now
about the possible root causes behind the ‘Productivity
Puzzle’ and how UK manufacturers can begin to embrace
the missing pieces of the jigsaw.

“On average, each member of staff receives over 200 hours
of training each year – a massive investment, but one that
provides a measurable return.”

Many run off a long list of excuses and, to be fair, a few of
them probably ring true with some companies.

Fox has also noticed a growing trend of manufacturers
looking to replace 100% vertical integration of production
by sub-contracting out non-core competencies…
something his firm is taking advantage of.

In every firm, the attitude is the same when it comes to
increasing productivity. The good news is that every last
management team will want to do things better and
achieve more output from the input their workers are
putting in.

In the last twelve months, PP Control & Automation has
secured and delivered a number of high profile outsourcing
projects to a number of world leading machinery
manufacturers, with others in the pipeline. Such projects
have delivered startling results for the customer, one of
which has seen their machine build times reduce by
nearly 50%!

There is also a growing consensus that the only way to
eradicate the puzzle is for industry to take things into
our own hands and control our own destiny. A notion PP
Control & Automation’s David Fox subscribes to.
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“Our joint teams worked together to develop a complex
sub-assembly, a system that included electrical controls,
pneumatics, hydraulics and mechanical assemblies.
We produced prototype assemblies and worked with
the customer’s production line to perfect the solution...”
This can be one of the many advantages of ‘Strategic
Outsourcing’, where a business accepts that such a benefit
is more significant and meaningful than one of simple cost
reduction.

“Companies can have the ‘best of both worlds’ now”,
continued Fox.
“Outsourcing – when the right partner is selected – offers
many benefits. It can eliminate unnecessary stock and
reduction in work in progress, improves cash flow and
should improve production lead times that can then
translate into securing new orders on shorter customer
lead times.

One of PP Control & Automation’s clients, a world leader in
the machine tool market, had a manufacturing constraint
that only allowed them to build 4 machines of a certain
model each week. They were assembled over a number of
shifts, which tied up labour and space for the duration of
the build. The market demand for this successful model was
outstripping production capacity and delivery lead times
were extending to an unacceptable level.

“Our overriding aim is to help our customers build their
machinery quicker, faster and better – reducing their overall
manufacturing costs, improving standardisation, modularity
and the ability for late customer configuration.

Our joint teams worked together to develop a complex
sub-assembly, a system that included electrical controls,
pneumatics, hydraulics and mechanical assemblies. We
produced prototype assemblies and worked with the
customer’s production line to perfect the solution, catering
for variations in each machine specification…. simplifying
the supply chain and maximising productivity in the
process. The solution designed even included the design
and production of specific build and transportation rigs that
allowed easy transport and machine integration.

“Importantly, it can also give you flexibility in capacity and
that works equally well when volumes are ‘up’ or ‘down’,
reducing the need for costly sub-contract labour as a
reaction to increased build requirements and, equally, the
issue of releasing labour if orders slow up.”
He concluded: “It’s the one factor that hasn’t been
mentioned in relation to productivity, but I’m sure it could
help with efficiency gains. It certainly has for our clients to
date.”

The benefit to the customer was an increase of 60% in
production capacity, with no additional direct labour costs
or production space required. Improved throughput times
and dramatically reduced customer lead times have also
been secured and resulted in significant additional orders
worth millions of pounds per year.

The power of throughput
In an ever more challenging business world where
‘marginal cost down’ is the norm, it can seem
counterintuitive to increase brought in costs in order to
increase throughput.
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